
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Maximising a company’s most valuable resource – their staff - is an ever-present 
challenge. modelled me uk has been supplying UK & multinational bodies with 

highly effective and diverting Figurative Art based training programmes since 
2002. Clients ranging from Microsoft, EA Games, Matta NPD – all benefiting 
from the quality of delivery and our long experience in this challenging, 
misunderstood but very rewarding and effective field. 
 

A wide range of programmes, crafted to individual requirements and focused on 
Team Building, individual/group enhancement or Corporate Partner 
entertainment are available across the UK (and beyond) from one of the UK’s 
longest established, most respected / experienced provider of Art based events.  

 

Our specialised but enjoyable, entertaining/empowering events designed for colleagues/partners are becoming 
increasingly recognised as a highly valued means of promoting team ethos, individual development & when delivered as a 
“Corporate Partner” event, as a superb method of reinforcing corporate relationship & “Family Feel”, with the associated 
benefits resulting from positive morale and productivity enhancements. 
 

With major on and off site training or meetings, where offered, “Partner’s Programmes” are often predictable and 
ineffective, being seen as somewhat - passé! (Shopping Trips, Spa, Clay Pigeon shooting etc)   
 

Fortunately, there is now an organisation who, “drawing on” the experience of 
literally thousands of individual commissions across the UK, has been delivering 
challenging, rewarding programmes designed specifically to cater for the corporate 
market and its varied but very specific, requirements.  
 

modelled me uk can deliver a totally self-contained package incorporating;- 

 (Suitable) Venue(s) across the UK if suitable Client venue is not available  

 Tutor(s) 

 Male and Female Model(s) 

 All Hardware and Consumables required. 

 Unequalled experience in servicing this market sector 
 

Close liaison with our diverse client base, identifies the individual requirement and the 
resultant bespoke session (based on our highly effective well proven “boiler plates”) 
are tailored to provide full day, half day, 2 or 1 hour durations to match the 
requirement and time slots available.  
 

Our experienced Tutors based across the country, - all highly respected figurative Artists in their own right, will lead the 
group(s) through a structured series of simple exercises, tempered by the abilities of the delegates in the group. 

  
 

The aim(s) will of course(s) vary as per the clients specific 
requirements, but our skill and experience ensure that they are all 
highly effective and for each and every individual attending, that 
they will be enjoyable, instructive, and entertaining. Even the most 
shy, reluctant or inexperienced producing art that will surprise and 
please them.  
 

modelled me uk’s highly experienced and Talented Models will 
present the poses (Nude, Draped or Clothed), in the highest 
standards of the modern Art Studio to ensure that the fusion of 
delegate, Tutor and Model delivers the catalyst to produce-  

  Fun & truly memorable Figurative Art Experience(s) 
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Life Drawing, Portrait, 
Sculpture and Fine Art Events 

Services 
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Introduction to Modelled me UK  

& Art as 
a highly successful tool for Team Building 
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 How to use Charcoal 
 How to use the eraser 

 Lay Out 
 Form & Composition 

 Measurement 

 Choosing Media 
 Mark making Techniques 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
From the outset, we take the delegates outside their comfort zone to a place of equal knowledge. From here we impart a 
number of basic and highly effective skills, before taking the group on to collaborative events that produce impressive, 
tangible results. The degree of self-awareness and reliance on one’s team members are extremely valuable benefits – that 
even in our shortest sessions, most attendees take away – along with at least 5 or 6 (vaguely) “human” looking sketches! 
 

The ability to draw is inherent in us all to some degree. The unique combination of talents 
encapsulated in and delivered by modelled me uk will ensure that the most inexperienced 

delegate will be able to have achieved a number of very important goals – even within the 
bespoke session – tailored to the specific requirements, availability & commercial constraints 
of the group. Most sessions will be able to include:-  
       

 Studio etiquette 

 Form and Shape 

 Negative space 
 The artists tools 

 History of the Life Model 

 Contemporary Figurative Art 
 How to use the Pencil 

     

Whatever the skill set present in the group, the Tutor/Models will continually modify the session in order that the group 
dynamic remains positive and focused on the (pre agreed) goal(s). The delegates receive continual feedback, help/advice 
on their pieces and are lead naturally onto the next discipline, style, technique without the need for any prior knowledge.  
 

However, Artists with previous experience can attend and at the same time gain from the feed back of the tutor and take 
advantage of the talented models to produce more detailed and representative material from the outset. The atmosphere 
is supportive, the mood relaxed, - the emphasis on participation and enjoyment, - the results, always positive and pleasing 
– often, surprising and insightful but always productive and enjoyable.    
 

In addition to Venues, Tutors, Models & our unparalleled experience, modelled me uk provides all suitable art materials, 

including:- Easels (where appropriate), Paper, Bull Dog Clips, Pencils, Masking Tape, Erasers, Charcoal, Fixing Spray etc. 
 

With such an unusual and complex product, pricing 
can be equally intricate, however to enable clients to 
gain an impression of likely costs, the following table 
will be useful (based on Client provided Venue). 
 

N.B. It may be necessary to add accommodation, 
subsistence, & travel charges for some locations.  
 

     
   

Single session per delegate 2-12 
Delegates 

13–23 
Delegates  

24-47 
Delegates 

1 Hour  £  500 £  750 £  950 

2 Hour £  600 £   950 £1,150 

Half Day (3 Hours) £  750 £ 1,250 £1,400 

Full Day (6 Hours) £1,250 £ 1,950 £2,000 

Life Drawing, Portrait, 
Sculpture and Fine Art Events 

Services 

  
 

The aim of these sessions is clear – via an enjoyable diversion through Art,  
  to experience the importance of individual skills, education and team activity. 
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Contact us now to find out how taking your core team (far) outside their comfort zone can improve their self-awareness, 
respect for team members and the importance of focusing on tools & skills required to achieve the actual goal. 
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